DON’T LET THE FLAME OF REVOLT TO QUENCH!

Workers in Brazil are engaging a historic battle against the capitalist system, against the State. Bosses
and rulers try to get cold our struggle with some cents too little in the bus fares, advertising the trap of the
plebiscite to payoff who oppose to the system.

It’s urgent spreads the rebellion, bundling off the infiltrated ones (parties, unions, NGOs, MPL – “Free Pass”
Movement, patriots and the right-wingers of “Acorda Brasil” –“Wake Up Brazil”) willing to be in favor of bourgeois
objectives: support/denounce one or another politician, to beg for new laws, to shape in with the authorities, to
obstruct the result of the struggle against the system. The movement was activated by the effects of the economic
crisis (inflation, increase of the cost of living, foods, transports) and of the police violence - against the June 13th
protest in Sao Paulo, not to mention the wave of police-gangster “curfews”, slaughters, burnings in the
slums/favelas, killings of rural/indigenous workers – what produced such answer.

The revolt what strengthens after June 17th was initiated by the workers themselves, without parties or unions.
It’s a must identify the groups that are giving away the movement for the police - who follow politicians/unions and
replace them to boss/swerve the struggle for freedom, for a society without bosses, government and inequality.
Autonomy for all workers at struggle!

The revolt spreads in all-over the country and at the same time .It’s able to win only taken by the workers’
revolutionary organizations , without the involvement of bourgeois and rulers. Must be organized revolt and from
work, housing and study places. Occupy and lead to standstill factories, farms, universities, major commercial
areas, with pickets, marches and blockades inviting the participation of everyone.Strenght and start protests in the
suburbs, uniting the marches in downtowns and suburbs!

Who combat state, police, companies (including transport enterprises), parties, trades unions and major stores
ARE CONSCIENT WORKERS fighting the system. Government, media, MPL, right-fascist patriotic ARE THE
INFILTRATED ONES: incriminates/accuses/turn in protesters to divide the movement, attack shantytowns/slumsbased workers at the protests. They try to bar/swerve the offensive against the State. The rulers was intimidated
only when movement grew in number and violence. Thus, organize the armed defense of the pickets (to blockage
companies/roads, SABOTAGE THE ECONOMY!) and of the lootings (workers getting back what bosses and
government rob from them, but choosing the targets, not attacking another workers). Attack areas/times less
monitored, because catches are being organized in the protests. Organize protests/strikes without prior warning to
the authorities.

The movement grows with the support of workers operating new technologies. But they also turned tracing
means – in June 20-21, the government switched off the Facebook; 1night before the "general strike" of unions,
turned the internet out(July 10). The enemies want the movement grow and end quickly for phooey with no time
to turn a conscious/organized/long-time struggle. The most combative and revolutionary groups should join forces
and create links: what does keep the protests and the struggle to survive after its fall. Cultivate the solidarity with
struggles in other countries (which patriots do not want to): the struggles in Turkey, Bulgaria, Sweden, Middle East
and North Africa are against the same enemy: the capitalist dictatorship and the State. Contact protesters in other
countries, especially now that the revolt reached Paraguay, Chile, Colombia and Peru (why the press said nothing
about??).
COMBAT PARTIES, TRADE UNIONS, MPL, PATRIOTS, "ACORDA BRASIL" AND OTHER CHEATERS!!
NEITHER THEATRICAL PLEBISCITE NOR FALSE GENERAL STRIKE MADE BY THE UNIONS TO COOL DOWN THE
PROTESTS!
TAKE THE STREETS, FARMS, WORKPLACES! MOBILISE THE SHANTYTOWNS/SLUMS!!!
DEATH TO CAPITALISM AND THE STATE! REVOLUTION IS THE SOLUTION!!
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